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 >> DOUG DITTFURTH:  Thanks, everybody, for coming today.  I'm Doug Dittfurth and this is Mary Catherine Hess.  We're with the Texas intervention early intervention in Texas.  We do have the responsibility through statute to certify our hospital‑based newborn hearing screening programs.  And that's basically what we're going to talking about today.  How we have evolved the process through the years.  
And so here are the presentation goals that were listed.  And one of the things ‑‑ one of the things that we found that although the technical assistance training sessions were being scheduled, they weren't being attended by our newborn hearing screening programs.  So what we did was when we changed the metrics, we've made it into one of the metrics as I've heard every time we did it to require ‑‑ it's still their choice.  It's just part of their certification metrics.  And we do do them once at 10:00 a.m. and once at 4:00 p.m. in order for them with their shifts.  And we do use the Citrix go‑to webinar as our technology base.  One of the things that we have used, and everybody seems to really enjoy, is live polls.  So after we do a subject, we talk about it, we will do a live poll to see what the level of understanding is.  And if we don't get a certain level of understanding, we will rediscuss that one more time.  
>> Can I add just a little bit to that?  Can you hear me on the mic?  
So the TATW is what we call them, the TATWs, if you look at it wrong and you'll say something else and I won't say that word.  But the TATWs, we've had them for years and nobody would show up.  In a state like the size of Texas and we would get 10 people to show up and five of them were from the program, it was pretty horrible.  So one of the things that we kept finding as we were explaining the same things over and over again individually to people because they would call and ask the question and it was just frustrating because it's too many hospitals to do it with.  So Doug and I sat down two years ago, almost, two years ago, one afternoon in Austin and I said, if we're going to revamp version and he'll show you the metric soon, but if we're going to revamp certification, what do we really care about.  One of the things about people showing up for these sessions.  So we made it part of the metric process in order to encourage participation.  And per session ‑‑ the first session we had over 200 people show up and we were like this works.  It has totally changed the way we interact with the hospitals.  It's completely changed the way we have conversations.  It has opened so much dialogue within the hospitals amongst us about what are the issues that are really happening that we need to address.  And it's been a great vehicle for us to disseminate information. 
>> And we've heard time and time again, oh, we've never heard this before.  Oh, we never knew this.  Okay, it was there, you just didn't come.  
>> Doug Dittfurth:  So we're going to do the birthing facility overview and the basis of our report card and our certification metrics.  
So here is Texas and we're divided into eight health service regions.  And we have over 240 hospitals that have either obstetrical and/or neonatal departments that means they have newborn screening programs.  We have 50‑plus birthing centers and then over 500 entities and individuals who are reporting into our TEHDI information management system.  And although we have some very large cities, we have 254 counties and we have lots of our counties who do not have a hospital that has the labor and delivery department in it.  And so we're also very rural area as well.  And that's all that this screen represents.  
We have four different levels of certification.  What everybody strives to be is distinguished.  Then we have standard, we have provisional and we have preliminary.  Preliminary is basically just a hospital who has just opened the labor and delivery department and does not have six months worth of data yet.  So they're automatically preliminary at that point.  
So here are survey questions.  The survey questions is how we start a review.  It's done through survey monkey.  It's based on best practices.  And so we let the hospitals who are in this current cycle to be reviewed, we let them know here is the link.  We need you to respond to this by a certain date.  And again, it's based on best practices and if they after with something that is not a best practice answer, then we come back and let them know why that probably wasn't the best practice protocol to be used and what types of issues can be caused with the answers that came up.  I'm going to let you all read the responses.  If you have a question about any of the questions, just let me know. 
>> Mary Catherine:  While you're reading our certification is a two‑part process, it's survey plus data review.  It's a two‑part process and this is what gets it started.  If you don't complete the survey, you don't certified. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  We do it in January and July and I think the initial e‑mail said we wanted you to respond about January 10th.  And then January 10th we sent an e‑mail saying as of yet you haven't responded we're giving you an extra time period.  Then if they still don't respond, then they're penalized.  So if they ended up being a distinguished facility.  Then they are down to a standard facility.  Standard gets bumped down to a provisional and provisional is as low as you can go.  I'll go through the second screen of questions.  
And this screen shows the certification metrics from 2013‑2015.  I started in 2013 right after the program had reinitiated the certification process.  It had been down for ‑‑ 
>> At least a year, maybe a year and a half, two years. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  While they were revamping it.  These are the certification metrics that were in place when I started in July of 2013.  
>> Mary Catherine Hess:  What's really important to know about them, the old ones, is there was a focus on children who did not pass screening needing additional information and it was challenging even then.  They were just kind of weirdly worded, the metrics.  They were kind of odd to read so in this change we've also made some changes to the way they're worded so it's a little bit easier to understand what the metric is. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  And a couple of the metrics could not be measured reliably.  Because a couple of them talk about generating a letter to the parents, generating a letter to the PCP.  Yes, they push the button to generate the letter, but there was no way to tell that they actually printed the letter that was generated and it actually got mailed.  So we weren't really measuring anything, other than the fact that somebody knew to push a button and that's a little bit more important than that.  
And then the other thing that was a little disturbing to me when I came on was the lowest score of any of the metrics ended up being your score.  So you could be distinguished distinguished, distinguished, distinguished on seven of the metrics and one of the metrics you didn't push that button, which really didn't matter, and if you didn't push that button and you got provisional, then your score was provisional.  That wasn't what we were wanting to do.  We wanted to give some accolades to the people who were doing a good job, and also it was very problematic for some of our rural hospitals, when again like Mary Catherine said, we were looking at the babies that did not pass their hearing screening and in six months they only had two babies that didn't pass and if they forgot to do one thing on one baby, you automatically got a 50%.  Because that was one half of your cohort. 
>> Mary Catherine Hess:  There was one hospital I can remember very well, the program manager is a well‑known person in the field, she does a good job.  She had three babies that did not pass cohort and one baby was missing a phone number which meant they had no contact information so she failed certification because of a phone number.  So we said it's just too harsh.  It was too harsh.  So we modified. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  But before we could do this modification, we had to remove our certification process was in our rule.  So we had to do a rule modification.  So I removed it from rule and put it in the policy.  Because when it took us from the time that we started working on the rule ‑‑ well, from the time that we submitted the rule as we wanted it to the time that it got approved and got implemented was 14 months.  So policy, you can do overnight if you want to.  And so we really did do that.  I mean to be honest we did do that.  On May 15th is when the rule went into place.  And then I was able to change the policy from the end of May to May 31st.  I was able to change the metrics because we had this already to go so in June we were able to announce these are the new metrics that take place starting in July.  So we really hit the ground running when we made that move.  
And so here are the metrics as of May 2015.  And you'll see that most of them have a star next to them which means we either modified them or they were new metrics.  And one of the new metrics is what Mary Catherine has already spoken about is the attendance to the technical assistance ‑‑ teleconference webinars.  TATWs as we call them.  
Then one of the other things that we did, those that were we thought were really important, we weighted times two.  So you'll see five of them are weighted times 2 so there's 13 metrics if you wants to look that way.  So there's 8 of the 5 that we weighted. 
>> I always tell the story when we did this piece, we were trying to figure out the scoring, you would think between the degrees that both of us have you can think we can figure out how to do an average, we must have spent an hour and a half trying to figure out how do we do their score.  I was brain dead at that point, do we add them?  It's just a freakin average.  We were brain dead at that point.  It had been a long day.  It has changed the way that we certify people by doing that. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  So now instead of the lowest score determining your certification status, it's an average of those eight.  And I believe we were at ‑‑ it didn't really increase our number of distinguished that much.  I thought it was going to have a bigger impact but people are really accepting of it.  And we'll talk about that.  You want to talk about the report cards?  
>> Mary Catherine Hess:  Sure.  
>> Doug Dittfurth:  I don't think we have a slide on the report card. 
>> Mary Catherine:  Certification happens in January and July every year.  If you are distinguished, you are certified for two years, if you are standard you're certified for one year, if you're provisional you're certified for six months.  And in order to keep people on track we also provide what's called a report card and that comes out every other month.  So January, March, in the odd months we send it out.  It includes two months' worth of data.  So the January includes November and December, et cetera, et cetera.  And it looks exactly like the certification metrics.  There's no survey, let me be clear.  But in addition to that we also provide some performance measures, some additional feedback on some other measures.  And we do this so that hospitals can be in the know about how they're doing.  There's one thing I've discovered in doing this is that for as many times as we have explained how to do the metrics, how do you find the kids, how do you do the math, it doesn't seem to register.  So providing this for them on a regular basis gives them some real‑time feedback of how they're doing.  They can make corrections in order to improve whatever process seems to be going awry with them.  And we've been doing this now for two years as well.  And people seem to really appreciate it.  People us and say when am I going to get it.  I haven't seen it yet.  Occasionally I get my e‑mail is gone, can you send me all the report cards for the last two years and I say I'm sorry that's not possible but I'll send you the last two.  But it's been really good.  People really appreciate the report cards.  And we also use the TATWs as an opportunity to review metrics as well, fairly frequently.  Because it comes up all the time.  As all of you know who manage programs, the turnover rate is pretty high so there's a constant need to train and retrain staff.  So it's amazing even though we covered it on the last TATW, it comes up on this one because we've got a new person asking the same question.  So that's report cards.  
>> Doug Dittfurth:  Six times a year.  Yes.  
>> Mary Catherine Hess:  We send them to who we call the program manager that's the identified person by the program that is responsible.  And then in some cases we have what we call the CC's which are other people that that program wants to be notified.  But we don't send them to like risk management or somebody in the hospital that's designated who always gets it.  It's identified by the program.  
>> Doug Dittfurth:  And just as a side note, 58% of our newborn hearing screening programs are outsourced in the state of Texas to one of seven different companies.  So they kind of ‑‑ sometimes they want their higher‑ups to get the CC or whoever they have a contract with at the hospital to get it.  And so that's good as well.  
Also, we added ‑‑ we also had to change when we went from the rural to the policy before ‑‑ the rule to the policy.  If you were distinguished, you had a three‑year.  And we moved it to two.  Because we decided with turnover, even the distinguished program could go downhill really quick and three years was too long to wait so we moved everything down.  It used to be three years, two years and six months.  So we moved it down to two years, one year and six months. 
>> Mary Catherine Hess:  I will tell you in the state the size of Texas, that is not trivial because it means you have a lot of hospitals every cycle to certificate. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  Yes?  
[Away from microphone].
>> Doug Dittfurth:  The program manager ‑‑ by the rule we just say that somebody from the newborn hearing screening program, at least one person needs to attend each one.  
>> Mary Catherine Hess:  The TATWs, in order to attend you have to register, so that's how we're able to track which facilities have been registered.  You register and you're given a unique link to join the webinar on the day of.  That's how we make sure it's only one person from each facility or one registration per person, I should say. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  And we do have some people who are responsible for two hospitals and if they want to be that Puerto Rican for both hospitals, they have to attend both.  
For some of our ‑‑ because we have so many that are outsourced, we do have an exception to the attendance policy.  So they can have ‑‑ they can represent up to three hospitals that they have to show us within seven days of attending the TATW that they met with those staff at the other hospitals that they're wanting to get credit for and the points that they gathered from the TATW that they went over with their staff.  So that seems to be working pretty good on my end, not so well on her end. 
>> Mary Catherine Hess:  It's horrible.  It's a paperwork nightmare.  We're figuring something else out.  For now it's a paperwork nightmare. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  Those two measures we said weren't dependable, we moved those over to measures so the hospitals know we're still looking at what.  And I know that some hospitals are still generating their letters and printing them, because I'll get a phone call every now and then about something is wrong.  The doctor's address isn't showing when we print our letters.  So I know they're still doing it.  Or I couldn't get a letter to print.  Okay.  Did you check that the family is Spanish‑speaking and you never uploaded the letter?  They oh, that's probably it.  So I know they are still doing that we had a percentage of risk factors that are listed on patients.  I wish that there was a way that we had a crystal ball so we knew how many babies they should be reporting that have one or more risk factors, but that will always be something that we're letting them know only had 2% of their babies that had at least one risk factor listed in the last six months. 
This is just something, a nice little slide to say.  Because I think we're running out of time.  
So before ‑‑ and the old system, I believe we had 52% ‑‑ or no, 57% distinguished so we're now at 67% as of January certification.  I did this slide before we finished the certification in July and I'm not sure what we have right now.  And if I have any mathematicians in the room and you see this doesn't add up to 100%, it's because we have a few hospitals who are in process, because they never responded to their survey.  So we're not going to let them know what their session is because they never let us have a survey response.  So we've got their data, and once they give us a survey we can massage them into the system.  Any questions?  
[Away from microphone].
>> Doug Dittfurth:  You have to be certified.  That's in our statute.  
>> How can you publish the results and incentivize good compliance?  
>> Doug Dittfurth:  One of the things that took me forever to get this done, but we now have all of our distinguished facilities listed on our website.  And it's sortable by three ways, either by the hospital name, the county that they're in, or the city that they're in.  And I want you to know I've got CEO's calling me how do I get on your list.  I never knew it was going to be that big of an incentive, but apparently it is.  Not that I think anybody is really going to choose their hospital over another hospital, because you're distinguished and you're standard, but it's working so I'm not going to complain.  And if they request it, we will print up a very nice certificate that shows that they are distinguished but that's upon request.  It's a big pain.  
>> Mary Catherine Hess:  But the certificates are a big deal for some of the sites.  They want them printed, they want to hang them in the nursery.  They want to show them off.  It can be a big deal for some. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  That's in our policy that upon request a distinguished facility can request.  
And we're about out of time.  Does anybody have any other questions?  
>> Mary Catherine Hess:  Does anybody else do any type of certification in their programs.  Just kind of curious.  Is anybody certifying hospitals at all?  
Is that in part to say they're ready to screen?  

>> Not a certification but we have a technical trainer so her job is to train all new people and they don't get a user name and pass word to the IS system until they have basic competencies that have to be renewed every year.  You don't get access to the database themselves.  But I think we're interested in that one step further.  Really that certification. 
>> Doug Dittfurth:  And the competencies is one of the questions we have on our save a and people will call, oh I don't have one of those.  Do I need to have one of those and if you need to have a best practice, yes.  And I can give you some examples of some other hospitals.  It's moving them along.  
[Away from microphone]. 
Per hospital.  And I'm very clear with those that are contractors, we're not certifying the contractor, we're certifying the hospital.  Because it's a hospital‑based program.  I recently had to work with a risk manager because this one hospital had decided that their contractor, they didn't want them to have access to some of the data elements we wanted to be reported so I had to reach out to the risk manager and said this decision is going to hurt your hospital's certification because you've contracted with ABC company to do your newborn hearing screening but we are certifying your hospital and it's going to come back on you.  And she said oh, well, I don't have a problem.  Let's give them access to that information.  And so it works.  
They're supposed to report the newborn hearing screening within five days of discharge.  And I think we're out of time. 
>> We're out of time but we can talk to you about that offline because that's really not a good reason.  That's just what we found in Texas.  It doesn't matter how big you are, you still have to report and we get people to do it timely.  I don't mean that to you, I mean to the hospital who says we're too big.  
[Away from microphone].
>>  We would be happy to chat more about it.  It's a metric now, timeliness of reporting and they get scored on that too.  Thank you.  
>> Thank you.  
[ Applause ] 
[Session concluded] 
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